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Abst rac t - -A  projectile which uses a bang-bang type guidance law is considered. Two problems 
concerning it are dealt with. In the first problem, the aim of the guidance law is to steer the 
l~rojectile towards a fixed target set, whereas in the second problem the aim of the guidance law is 
to maximize the projectile's horizontal range. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [1,2], the problem of guidance of a projectile, which uses a wind stabilized seeker is discussed. 
In [1], the problem is treated via a point-mass model, whereas in [2] a semi-rigid body model is 
being used. The description of the concept of a wind stabilized seeker is given in [1,2] and it is 
therefore omitted here. In [1], the performance of the guided point-mass model was evaluated by 
computing the probability of hitting a target set. In [2], which is a sequel to [1], the performance 
of the guided semi-rigid body model was evaluated by computing the expected value of a function 
of the miss-distance. Looking at the results obtained in [1,2], it seems that the performance index 
used in [2] is more informative than the performance index used in [1]. This created the need to 
go back to the point-mass model and to retreat the guidance problem by using the performance 
index used in [2]. By doing so, one can compare the results obtained for the point-mass model 
to those obtained by using the semi-rigid body model. 
In this paper, which is a sequel to [1] and [2], using stochastic control methods, two problems 
are dealt with. In both problems, the point-mass model of a projectile using a wind stabilized 
seeker is being used. In the first problem, the guidance of the projectile, to move towards a 
given target set, is treated by maximizing the expected value of a function of the miss-distance 
of the projectile from the centre of the target set. In the second problem, the aim is to find the 
max imum horizontal range of the projectile. This is treated as a guidance problem where the 
guidance law is chosen in such a manner as to maximize the expected value of the projectile's 
horizontal range. 
2. THE EQUATIONS OF  MOTION 
Consider the motion of a projectile P in the vertical plane. It is assumed here that the equations 
of motion of P are given by 
dzp  
dt = v c°s7' (1) 
dzp 
= v sin 7, (2) 
dt 
- -=-  -gcosT  , (3) 
dt v 
dv D 
- -  = - - -  - g sin 7, (4) 
dt m 
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where (zp, zp) denotes the coordinates of the projectile P, v its speed, 7 its flight path angle, L 
the lift force acting on P, D the drag force acting on P and m its mass. It is assumed that 
L -- 0 .5p(zp)v  2 SCLc, or, (5) 
and 
D = 0.5 p(zp) v 2 S (CDo + K C~o a2), (6) 
where p(zp) denotes the air density, S an appropriate reference area, and Up0, K and Cl:o are 
given aerodynamical coefficients. It is assumed in this simplified model that the angle of attack a 
is the control function of the projectile's motion. 
In the real system, the purpose of the wind stabilized seeker platform is to keep the seeker 
sightline aligned with the airframe's flight path angle. The wind stabilized seeker platform is 
coupled to the airframe by a universal joint, which allows the platform to align itself with the 
relative wind vector but not to rotate relative to the airframe roll axis. 
In the model used here, the effects of the motion of the seeker platform, together with the 
forces and moments applied on it, are incorporated as additional Gan~ian white noise processes. 
Hence, using the notation zl := ze,  z2 := zp, z3 := 7 and z4 := v, Equations (1)-(6) yield 
dzl dWl 
dt =z4coszs+a l  dt ' 
dz2 dW2 
dt = z4 sinzs +o'2 d t '  
dz3 1 [0.5 p(z2)_~ S CL, a ] dW3 
- - -gcosz3  +as  -~ , 
(7) 
(8) 
(0) 
(lO) dW4 = -0 .5  p(x2) S (CD0 + K C L _ g sin + dt ' 
dt m 
t > 0, where W = {W(t) = (Wl(t), W2(t),W3(t), W4(t)), t > 0} is an N4-valued standard 
Wiener process, and ai, i = 1,2,3,4, are given numbers atisfying 0 < ¢i ~ vl, i = 1,2,4, and 
0 < a3 ~ lr. It is assumed here that the projectile P can maneuver as long as vl < v < v2, where 
Vl and v2 are given positive numbers. In this paper, two different problems concerned with the 
performance of the projectile P are dealt with. 
PROBLEM A. 
The projectile is launched and its goal is to hit a fixed target whose centre is located at (R0, zD), 
where ZD > 0 is a small enough number. At some stage of the projectile's flight, denoted here by 
t = 0, the seeker begins to operate and the goal of the control function ~ is to steer the projectile 
towards a target set T 
T := {(ze, zp) :  (zp - R0) 2 + (zp - zD) 2 _< rg, ze > 0}, (11) 
where r0 is some positive number. It is assumed that during the time t _> 0 the motion of P is 
subjected to the following constraints: 0 < zv < H0, - l r /2  _< 7 <- 70 and vl < v < v2, where 
H0 and 70 are given positive numbers. Hence, P has to be steered in such a manner that it 
reaches the target set T before any of the above-mentioned constraints i violated. This problem 
is considered in [2], where a semi-rigid body model of the motion of P is being used. 
PROBLEM B. 
This problem is independent of the previous one. The aim here is to find the maximum 
horizontal range of the projectile P. Hence, the projectile is launched at time t = 0, and the 
role of the guidance function is to steer P in such a manner as to maximize its horizontal range. 
It is assumed that during its flight P is subjected to the following constraints: 0 < zv < H0, 
-x /2  < 7 < x/2 and vl < ~ < v2. The projectile P is launched from zp(0) = 0 and the 
maximum range is determined here by the value of zp(1"), where I" is the first time that at least 
one of the above-mentioned constraints i violated. 
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3. FORMULATION OF  PROBLEM A 
In the sequel, the following set of stochastic differential equations will serve as the model for 
the motion of P: 
dzl - I(x) z4 cos x3 dt + o'1 dW1, (12) 
dz2 = I(z) z4 sin x3 dt + as dW2, (13) 
dz3=I(x) 1 [ o'Sp(z2) z24SCL°a(z) ] x--~ m - g cos za dt + a3 dWa, (14) 
dx4-- I(z) [ -O'5p(z')x24 S (CD° T K C~c'a'(z)) ] 
m -- g sin z3 dt ~- o'4 dW4, (15) 
t > 0, where I(z) = 1 i fz  E {x : vl < z4 < v2}, and I(z) = 0 otherwise; z = (Zl,Z2,za, z4). The 
function I(.) is introduced here to guarantee the existence of solutions to Equations (12)-(15) 
over the whole of ~4. In fact, we are interested in these solutions only over a set Do, Do C R 4, 
which will be defined later. 
Denote by U0 the class of all feedback strategies a = {a(z), z E ~4}, such that a : R 4 --, R is 
measurable and I~(z)l _< a0 for all z E ~4. 
Let a E U0. Then, as in [3], Equations (12)-(15) determine a stochastic process (~ -- {(~(t) - 
((~x(t),(~2(t),(~3(t),(~4(t)), t >_ 0}, (~(0) -- z, such that (~ is a weak solution (in the sense of 
[3]) to Equations (12)-(15) associated with a family {P~, z E R 4} of probability measures, and 
such that {((~,P~),  z E R4} is a family of strong Markov processes. Furthermore, the weak 
infinitesimal operator of this family is given by 
av(x) av(x) £(a) V(x) = I(z) x4 cos z3 ~ + I(z) z4 sin z3 az2 
+I (z )  z-~ [O.5p(z2)z~_SCLoOt(x) ] aV(z)  
- -  g coszaj aza 
+ / + KC~.  a2(z)) 
m - g s in  z.~ 
L 
1 4 O~V(z )  
+ ' 
i= l  
av( , )  
0z4  
(16) 
for any V ~ C8°(1~4). 
Define the following set in ~4: 
Do:={z : -6<z l<Ro,  0<z2<Ho, -6 -  ~<z3<7o+6,  andv l<z4<v2},  
0<6<1,  
(17) 
and denote by r(z; a) the first exit time of (~ from Do. Also, define the following class of 
admissible feedback strategies: 
u := {a ~ •o : sup E7 r (z; a) < oo}, 
xEDo 
(18) 
where E~ denotes the expectation operator with respect o P~ . 
Let aDo denote the boundary of Do and define the following function G : aDo ---, R by 
1 
1+1==-~l  ' 
G(z) := 
0, 
if z E aDo and zl = Ro, 
on most of the rest of aD0 
in such a manner that G : 
ODo ~ ~ is continuous. 
(19) 
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Define 
VA('; ~) = E~ G[¢.~(~(=; ~))l, =eDo,  aer ] .  (20) 
Find a feedback In this section and in Sections 4 and 5, the following problem is dealt with: 
strategy a* E U, such that 
VA(z;a*) >_ VA(z;a), for any a E U and all z E Do. (21) 
In addition, "cA(" ;a) will be computed for a given bang-bang type feedback strategy a ' .  
4. COMPUTATION OF VA(" ;a) 
Let :DA denote the class of all functions V : R 4 --* ~, such that V is continuous on the closure 
D0 of D0, twice continuously differentiable on Do, and such that £(a) V E L2(Do) for any a E U. 
By following the same procedure as in [4], it follows that an optimal guidance law ~* may be 
found by solving the following problem 
£(c,) V(z) - 0, z E Do, (22) 
V(z) - G(z), z E ODo, (23) 
where a is given by the following conditions. 
If ~ > 0, then 
a0, 
~(=) = Bo(-), 
--ao, 
where 
if B0(=) > a0, 
if IBo(=)I < a0, 
if B0(x) < -a0, 
(24) 
aV(,) [ aV(z)1-1 (25) 
Otherwise, if ~ < 0, then 
OZ 4 
fay(,)1 c~(z) = a0sigu ~,~/ .  (26) 
Assume that Equations (22)-(26) have a solution, denoted here by (a*, VA(. ;a*)), which satisfies 
~* E U and VA(. ;a*) E :DA, then [4], 
vA(=;a') = E f  G[¢f (=(x;='))] >E: G[¢: (~(x;=))], (27) 
for any ~ E U and all z E Do. 
A guidance law, which is propoeed here to be used by the wind stabilized seeker, is given by 
a'(z):----aosign [z3--arctan I~D- -~)  ] • (28) 
Assume that Equations (22)-(23), where a - o: is given by (28), have a solution denoted here 
by VA(. ;~'). If c~' E U and VA(" ;a ' )  E DA, then [4], 
VA(=;=')=E:'G[¢:'  (~(=;='))], = ea4. (29) 
In the next section, the computation of VA(';a*) and VA(.;a') is discussed and a numerical 
study is conducted. 
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5. A NUMERICAL STUDY AND CONCLUSIONS: PROBLEM A 
Denote by R 4 the following finite-difference grid on R4: 
R~ := {(i l  hi, i~ h2, is hs, i4 h4) : i,, i2, is,/4 = 0, 4-1, 4"2,... }. (30) 
Define Doh := Do N R~ and let 
* if z 60Do N R 4 and z, = Ro, 
Ga(z) := *+I-2-,oI ' (31) 
0, on the rest of ODo N R~. 
Here, hi is chosen in such a manner that ilm hi = Ro for some positive integer ilm. 
Equations (22)-(26), or Equations (22), (23) and (28), where in both cases the function G 
(Equation (19)) has been replaced by Gh, have here been solved using a finite-difference scheme 
on R~, similar to that described in [5]. 
Denote by VAh(. ;or*) and VAh( • ;or') the solutions to the finite-difference equations corresponding 
to Equations (22)-(26), or to Equations (22), (23) and (28), respectively. 
Define 
:=  
=¢Oo~, N(Doh) ' (32) 
P;. := E 
=EDo~ 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
Thus, we further define 
or  
1 
R(z;~) := VA(=;~--------) 1, : E Do, ct E U. (39) 
1 
R°(zt) := poA(Zt ) 1, (40) 
1 
R °. := ~-~o~- 1, (41) 
1 
Rl(zz) := pA(z,) 1, and (42) 
1 
RI,  : -  ~-  1, (43) 
Hence, R~(z,) and R~(z,) are apparent miss-distances of the projectile from (Ro, ZD). 
(:2,-s,:°) 
:EDoh 
(=o (=0 ' =o (=~), =o (=~1) := ~gm~ v~(=;,~'), 
=EDo~ 
P/ (~)  := max vl(~;~,'), (3~) (=2,=~,~,) 
=EDo~ 
(z~.zCzO, z~m(zl ), z,~,,z(zl)):= argmax VAh(=;ot'), (37) 
(z2,=,,-,) 
:vEDoh 
where N(Doh) denotes the number of points in Dub. 
The random variable 1~20"(z;a)) - zz>l(oj) for the set ofoJ E fl, such that ~(r(z ;a)) (w)  E 
ODo N {z : xl -- R0} represents the miss-distance of the projectile from the point (R0, zv). 
Hence, VA(. ;c 0 is a functional of the miss-distance of the projectile from (Ro, zi>). For each 
z E Do, we define the apparent miss-distance R(z; c 0 of the projectile from (R0, zv) by 
1 
VA(Z;c0 := l+R(z ;c0 ,  z6Do, aEU, (38) 
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Table 1. The values of R°h(Re - z l ) ,  z~m, z°m and z°m, as functions of Re - z l  
for the case: Re = 1000, Ho = 1200, z D -~ 10, hi = 25, h2 = 10, h3 ---- ~/40 and 
h4 = 16. In this case, N(Doh) = 2,080,120 and/~h,  = 68.469. 
1000 10 0.0 250 1.191 
900 10 0.0 234 0.995 
800 10 0.0 234 0.814 
700 10 0.0 218 0.643 
600 10 0.0 202 0.498 
500 10 0.0 202 0.366 
400 10 0.0 186 0.251 
300 10 0.0 186 0.159 
200 10 0.0 170 0.082 
100 10 0.0 170 0.027 
Table 2. The values of R~(Ro - z l ) ,  x lm,  ~m and x~m, as functions of Re - z l  
for the case: Re = 1000, Ho = 1200, ZD = 10, hi = 25, h2 = 10, h3 -- ~/40 and 
h4 --- 16. In this case, N(Doh) = 2,080,120 and R~a -- 75.516. 
1000 60 0.0 314 
900 50 0.0 314 
800 50 0.0 314 
700 40 0.0 314 
600 30 0.0 314 
500 I0 Ir/40 314 
400 I0 0.0 314 
300 I0 0.0 314 
200 I0 0.0 314 
I00 I0 0.0 314 
5.020 
4.618 
4.230 
3.839 
3.489 
3.102 
2.028 
1.142 
0.552 
0.177 
Table 3. The val.es of ~(Re  - ~i),  ~°m, ~o and =0,  as functions of Re - ~, 
for the case: Ro = 1600, Ho -- 3600, ZD = 20, hl = 40, ha = 20, h3 = w/40 and 
h4 = 16. In this case, N(Doh)  = 3,128,920 and/~ha = 54.946. 
1600 20 0.0 314 1.385 
1400 20 0.0 314 1.093 
1200 20 0.0 298 0.873 
I000 20 0.0 266 0.663 
800 20 0.0 234 0.467 
600 20 0.0 218 0.298 
400 20 0.0 186 0.155 
200 20 0.0 170 0.049 
40 20 0.0 170 0.004 
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Computations were carried out using the following set of parameters: 3'o = ~r/20, el = 10, 
v2 = 330, m = 15, K = 1.06, CL, = 145, S = 0.0111, CD0 = 0.34055, a0 = 0.0058, 0.~ = 0.] = 1, 
as 2 = (w/200) 2 and 0.42 = 0.01. Some of the results are given in Tables 1-4. 
Table 4. The  values of  R~(Re - -1 ), * Ira,  Z~m and z~m , ms funct ions of  Re - z ,  
for the  case: Re = 1600, H0 = 3600, ZD = 20, h i  = 40, h2 = 20, hs = ~/40  and  
h4 = 16. In  this  case, N(Doh) = 3,128,920 and R~a = 61.947'. 
1600 I00 0.0 314 5.805 
1400 I00 0.0 314 4.664 
1200 80 0.0 314 3.770 
I000 60 0.0 314 3.110 
800 40 0.0 314 2.634 
600 20 lr/40 314 1.848 
400 20 0.0 314 0.914 
200 20 0.0 314 0.288 
40 20 0.0 314 0.026 
6. FORMULATION OF  PROBLEM B 
For the problem of finding the maximum horizontal range of the projectile P,  it is enough to 
confine ourselves to the following set of stochastic differential equations: 
dz2 = X(Y) z4 sin za dt + 0.2 dW2, (44) 
1 [O'Sp(z~)z4-~ SCL° a(y) -gcosza]  d~+0.sdW3, (45) d.s  = x(y) *4 
[ ] dz4  - X(Y) m - g s in  "3  d$ q- o" 4 dW4, (46) 
t > 0, where X(Y) = 1 if y E {y : vl < m4 < v2}, and X(Y) = 0 otherwise; y = (z2, Za, z4). The 
function X(') is introduced here to guarantee the existence of solutions to Equations (44)-(46) 
over the whole of ~3. In fact, we are interested in these solutions only over a set B0, B0 C R s, 
which will be defined later. 
Denote by U~ the class of all feedback strategies a = {a(y), y G ~3} such that a: R 3 --+ R is 
measurable and [a(y)[ < a0 for all y e ~3. 
Let a • U~. Then, in the same manner as in Section 3, Equations (44)-(46) determined a
stochastic process T/~ = {rib'(t) = ( .~(t) ,  r/~(t), rl~o(t)),t >_ 0}, rl~'(O) = y, such that ~ is a weak 
solution (in the sense of [3]) to Equations (44)-(46) associated with a family {P~, y • R 3} of 
probability measures, and such that {(~/~, P~), y • R 3} is a family of strong Markov processes, 
whose weak infinitesimal operator is given by 
= x(y) *4 sin.3 Or(y) 
i3.2 
+ X(Y) ~4 [O.5 p(*2) x~S CL.~(y) _ g cos z3] OV(y)o,s 
-0.5 p(z,) zl S (CDO + K C~. a2(y)) _ g sin z3 0z4 
+ x(y) m 
1 4 + 
i=2 ~ ' 
for any V E C~°(Rs). 
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Let: 
Bo := v : 0 < =2 < Ho, Izsl < ~ + ~, and vz < z4 < v2 , 0 < e ,g: 1, (48) 
and denote by l"(y; or) the first exit time of r/~ from Bo. Also, define the following class of 
admissible feedback strategies: 
v' := {or ~ v; :  sup E; r (v; or) < oo}, 
yEBo 
(49) 
where E~ denotes the expectation operator with respect o P~. 
Define the following functionals 
/ r(~;a) ~' t VB(y; or):= E~ Jo ~" ( ) cos(~',(t))~, 
QB(Y; or) := E~ r(y; a), y E K s, or E U'. 
(50) 
(51) 
It follows from (7) that Equation (50) can be written as 
VB(Y; or) = E;  zp('f(y; or)), y E SL a, or E U'. (52) 
where zp(t) is the horizontal displacement of the projectile P at time t, given that zp(0) = 0. 
On the other hand, QB(y; or) is the expected value of the relevant time of flight of the projectile. 
In this section and in the rest of this paper, the following problem is dealt with: Find a feedback 
strategy or0 E U ~, such that 
Vs(y; oro) > VB(y; or), for any or E U' and all y E B0. (53) 
Also, find QB(" ;a°). 
In addition, in order to get more insight into the above-mentioned problem, the functionals 
liB(" ;or) and QB(" ;or) will be computed for a simple feedback strategy ore. 
7. COMPUTATION OF VB(.;or) AND QB(" ;or) 
Let ~DB denote the class of all functions V : •3 ._. ]~, such that V is continuous on B0, twice 
continuously differentiable on B0, and such that L(or) V E L2(Bo) for any or E U ~. 
By following the same procedure as in [4], it can be shown that VB(. ;or0) and QB(" ;or0) may 
be found by solving the following problem 
L(or) V(y) = -z4 cos xs, y E Bo, (54) 
L(or) Q(y) = -1, y e Bo, (55) 
v(y) = Q(y) = 0, y ~ Bo, (56) 
where a is given by the following conditions. 
OV If ~ > O, then 
a0 ) 
~(y) = Bo(y), 
- -a0 ,  
if Bo(y) > a0, 
if IBo(y)l <_ ao, 
if B0(y) < -a0, 
where 
ov(y)  [ ov(y) ]  - I  
Bo(y)=~ 2z4KCL. 0z4 J " 
Otherwise, if ~ _~ 0, then 
(ov(~)~ 
a(y) = a0sign \-"~-zs J " 
(57) 
(~) 
(59) 
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T.bL. s. Th, ,.,a.= .f v~,(==), O~,o(==), =0. (~)  -.,d =*, . (==) ,  - -  ~==i**  of 
z= f¢¢ the case: Ho = 7200, h= = 20, ks  = w/40 and  h4 = 16. In  th is  case, 
N(Boh) = 279,661 and  V~o . = 3625.897 and O~o= = 37.512. 
:v 2 
20 0.62832 
400 0.62832 
800 0.62832 
1200 0.62832 
1600 0.54978 
2000 0.54978 
2400 0.54978 
2800 0.54978 
3200 0.54978 
3600 0.54978 
4000 0.54978 
4400 0.54978 
4800 0.54978 
5200 0.47124 
5600 039269 
6000 031416 
6400 0.23562 
68oo ~r/4o 
7180 --:¢/40 
=g,,=(=,) =~,.(~) v#, (=, )  o~(==) 
314 
314 
314 
314 
314 
314 
314 
314 
314 
314 
314 
314 
314 
314 
314 
314 
314 
314 
314 
5395.379 
5842.992 
6306.762 
6764.480 
7221.840 
7677.844 
8133.121 
8589.355 
9049.258 
9512.000 
9983.016 
19454.395 
10915.797 
11356.398 
11749.887 
12073.879 
12296.234 
12373.664 
12687.238 
39.551 
42.709 
45.942 
49.495 
52.033 
55.441 
58.787 
62.079 
65.308 
67.583 
70.666 
73.655 
76.427 
77.681 
78.345 
78.569 
78.221 
77.160 
74.595 
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where 
and 
OB(y ;  ,~o) = e,;, ° ~.(y; ,~o), 
for any ~ E U e and all y E Bo. 
Note that instead of solving Equations (54)-(59), one can first compute liB(. ;~o), store ao 
and then use ao to compute Qa(" ;ao). 
In addition, the functionals liB(. ;~) and QB(" ;~) have been computed here for a = <~e, where 
ao, if B,(y) > ao, 
~e(y) = Be(y),  if IB,(Y)I _< ao, (61) 
-ao, if Be(y) < -ao, 
m g cos zs  
B, (~)  = . _ . _  SCL . ] '  y E Bo 
Note that when ~'(y) = B,(y), then ~ = O in Equation (3). 
(62) 
r(v,a) a ° a ° ) 
VB(y; ao) := E~ o fo ,7.. (0 co. (,1~. (0 dt 
a fo r(v'a) a t a 
> E~ r/~,( ) cos (r/,s(t)) dr, (60a) 
(80b) 
Assume that Equations (54)-(59) have a solution denoted here by (a °, VB(. ;a°), QB(-;~o)) 
which satisfies ao E U e and VB('; ao), QB('; ao) E :DB, then 
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Table 6. The values of V~e(X~), q~. (=~) ,  Z~m(Z2 ) and Z~m(Z2), as function of 
x2 for the case: Ho = 7200, h2 = 20, ha = ~r/40 and h4 = 16. In this case, 
N(Boh) = 279,661 and V/~e, = 2448.093 and Q~ea = 30.546. 
x2 X~m(X2) 
20 0.31416 
400 0.23562 
800 0.23562 
1200 0.15708 
1600 0.15708 
2000 0.15706 
2400 ~/40 
28oo ~/40 
3200 ~/40 
3600 ~/40 
4000 ~/40 
4400 ~/40 
4800 ~/40 
5200 ~/40 
56oo ~/40 
6ooo ~/4o 
6400 0.0 
68oo -~/4o 
7180 - -~/20 
314 4334.891 
314 4071.684 
314 5008.895 
314 5349.582 
314 5686.445 
314 6017.391 
314 6346.871 
314 6677.242 
314 7013.551 
314 7348.664 
314 7684.496 
314 8027.324 
314 8373.863 
314 8718.055 
314 9059.016 
314 9403.379 
314 9739.277 
314 10038.363 
314 10279.863 
35.281 
37.028 
41.147 
42.729 
46.419 
49.875 
51.162 
54.394 
57.505 
60.485 
63.334 
66.070 
68.706 
71.239 
73.678 
76.031 
77.048 
77.930 
78.521 
8. A NUMERICAL STUDY AND CONCLUSIONS: PROBLEM B 
Denote by ~ the following finite-difference grid on R3 
~. := {(i2 h~, i3 h3, i, h4): i~, i3, i4 = O, +X, ~2, . . .  }, (63) 
and let Boa := B0 N ~3. Equations (54)-(59), or Equations (54)-(56) and (61), (62), have here 
been solved using a finite-difference scheme on ~,  similar to that described in Section 5. 
Denote by (Vaa(-;a°), Q~(.;a°)) and (V~(.;ae), Qh(-;a~)) the solutions to the finite- 
difference quations corresponding to Equations (54)-(59), or (54)-(56) and (61), (62), respec- 
tively. 
Define 
v~(y; ~ ° ) 
V~o° := ~ N(Boh) ' (64) 
g E Bob 
Q~(u; ~0) (65) 
Q~oa :- Z N(Boh) '
y E Bo~ 
h V~0(z2) := max V~(z2,za,z4;a°), (66) 
(=,,=,) 
yEBoh 
o o v~(x~,x~,x~;.°), (67) (Z3m , X4m ) :--" argmax 
(=~,ffi~) 
yF.Boa 
- ,h ,  _o zo .~o), (68) Q~o(~)  := ~t~2, -3~,  4.., 
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vL . :=  (69) 
,~aÜ, lV(Boh) ' 
(70) 
"= N(Bo,.) ' ¥E Boh 
V~e(z2) := max vh(z2,z3,z4;o~e), (71) 
(=~,=o) 
yEBoI. 
(z~rn, =,~rn) :'-" argmax V~(z2, zs, =4; or"), (72) 
(=~,=,) 
yEBoh 
h • Q~,(z2) : -  Q~s(z2, za~, =,~m; ore), (73) 
where N(Bo~) denotes the number of  points in B0h. Note that  (zOrn, zorn) -- ( zO(z2) ,  Z0rn(Z2)) 
• • and (zsm, z~)= (z~rn(z2), z~rn(z2)). 
Computat ions were carried out using the same values of the parameters vl, v2, m, K ,  CLo, 
S, Cv0, ao, ¢2, o3 and ¢4, as have been used in Section 5. Some of the results are given in 
Tables 5 and 6. 
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